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1762 As I paſsed round the head of Buzzards Bay at N. East at 

 & about Quinſuit appeared a great Quantity of Shells which 

524 indicate the antient Reſidence of Indians – but now all gone. 

 From Mr Williams & an Indian Æt 84 I learned that originally 

 there were three Sachemdoms on the Cape 

   A.  The Domin~ of Sanchum Quichàtset which 

 C        included the Head of Buzzards Bay acroſs to  

+A                      Moynt & along ſhore to Barnstable.  

   B.  The Domin~ of the South Sea Indians wc 

   B         include the Maſhpee Tribe 

C. 

 

Mr Williams told me that on the Road from Sandwich to Plymouth 

there is a large Stone or Rock in a place free of Stones; and that 

the Indians imemorially have been uſed, whenever & as often as 

as they paſs this large Stone, to caſt a Stone or piece of Wood 

upon it.  That Stones not being plenty, pieces of wood is moſt 

comonly used – & that there will once in a few Years be a large 

Pile on the Stone, which is often conſumed by the firing of the 

Woods for Deer.  That the Ind~ continue the Custom to this day 

— tho’they are a little aſhamed the English ſhould ſee them, & 

accordingly when Walking with an Eng~ they have made a path 

round at a quarter Miles Distance to avoid it.  There is also at 

a little Distance Another ſtone which they also inject upon, but 

paſs it with leſs ſcruple.  But are ſo ſcrupulous that ſtone was 

ever known to omit caſting ſtone or Wood on the other. 
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